Kangaroo Supranational,
Sovereign and Agency Bond
Deal of the Year

International
Finance
Corporation
A$1.25 billion 5% August 2016
A$250 million August 2016 FRN
Joint lead managers:
ANZ, Commonwealth Bank of Australia,
Westpac Institutional Bank

T

he two-tranche five-year fixed and floating rate
note (FRN) deal issued by International Finance
Corporation (IFC) on July 27 was the biggest
Kangaroo deal of 2011. Its recognition as deal of the year in its
sector achieved some of the more unequivocal voting of all the
KangaNews awards for 2011: investors as well as intermediaries
and IFC’s peers were virtually unanimous in their view that this
was the year’s headline deal from the supranational, sovereign
and agency (SSA) sector.
John Borthwick, deputy treasurer and head of funding
at IFC in Washington, is delighted with the recognition. “I’m
happy that the market has rewarded IFC for our consistent
strategy in the Kangaroo market,” he says. “As one of the
smaller SSA borrowers we can’t issue as much volume as some
of our peers, but we have been consistently in the market since
our inaugural deal in 2007. And each time we have brought
a transaction we have focused on building our curve and
enhancing the perception of liquidity by bringing the biggestvolume deals possible.”
The award-winning deal hit the sweet spot in terms of
timing, maturity and issuer: it was launched just after President
Obama’s speech aimed at clarifying the US debt ceiling issue,
and just before the extreme volatility in both the US and Europe
that plagued global capital markets in the second half of the
year. IFC’s position as the only supranational with fully paid-in
capital also makes it less prone to concerns about sovereign risk
infecting the SSA sector.
As James Hammermaster, senior manager fixed income
origination at Commonwealth Bank of Australia in London,
says: “This deal had all the hallmarks – from timing, pricing
and tenor – which appealed to a diverse cross-section of the
traditional AUD high-grade investor base.”
According to Borthwick, offering a same-maturity floating
rate note (FRN) tranche at the same time as the benchmark
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fixed-rate tranche is testament to the fact that IFC works to
meet investor demand. “We did the same in December 2010 and
this time around we had a similar experience. We had a big lead
order for the FRN from Japan and we decided that if we could
build it into a decent size we would be prepared to issue in this
format,” he explains.
In terms of the A$1.25 billion size of the fixed rate
deal, Borthwick says IFC was astonished with the end result.
“We were initially looking at a A$300 million deal; A$500
million would have been good, while A$750 million would be
outstanding,” he says. “The size exceeded all our expectations
and I think this also validates our Kangaroo issuance strategy.
We have always been careful not to over-expose investors to our
name, so when we come to market we can do bigger deals and
be responsive to demand when it materialises.”
IFC’s lead managers also stress the strong book,
which contained a diverse mix of investors. Says Apoorva
Tandon, director, syndicate at ANZ in Sydney: “The deal
was oversubscribed, with over 40 participating accounts.
The investors included bank liquidity books, domestic asset
managers, Japanese asset managers and central bank buyers. It
was a one of highest-quality order books seen in some time.”
Mark Goddard, executive director and head of debt
securities at Westpac Institutional Bank in Sydney, adds: “The
deal was placed roughly 50/50 onshore/offshore and the
involvement of a diverse mix of investors created a strong book
that supported the large deal size.”
With regard to the choice of lead managers, Borthwick says
the transaction also proves that issuers no longer have to have
international houses to attract offshore distribution. “When it
comes time to choose lead managers, we look at houses we are
close to, that have staying power, and that will be there to make a
market down the road,” he reveals.
Relative to other supranationals, IFC was a relatively late
entrant into the Kangaroo market – it waited until it felt the
Australian dollar would offer consistent opportunities for
benchmark-sized issuance before pricing its first deal, in 2008.
Borthwick says that patience has paid off, and the supranational
hopes to continue with its strategy of maintaining a consistent
presence in the market. “Australia is a market that offers us
cost-effective duration – five years and longer – and size. It has
been a very important part of our funding strategy. By the end
of 2011 AUD was the second most important market for IFC,
after the USD global market.” •

Goldman Sachs
Group
A$750 million 7.75% November 2016
A$500 million November 2016 FRN
Joint lead managers:
ANZ, Commonwealth Bank of Australia,
Goldman Sachs, National Australia
Bank, Westpac Institutional Bank

A

fter a five-year absence Goldman Sachs returned
to the Kangaroo market with a bang in 2011,
pricing the biggest deal from an international
financial institution (FI) in an award-winning two-tranche, 5.5year trade. This was the third unsecured Kangaroo deal from a
FI during the year, and subsequent to this transaction only two
senior deals were issued by FIs during the rest of 2011 – both
substantially smaller in volume.
Rob Foale, managing director in the financing division at
Goldman Sachs in Sydney, says one of the standout features of
the transaction was the fact that it launched and closed inside a
day. “Usually books are left open overnight to get in European
and Asian accounts, but the issuer did not want to take that
market risk. This short time frame makes the eventual book size
even more outstanding.”
The deal priced at the initial price guidance of mid-swaps
plus 205 basis points, with more than 80 accounts participating.
Says Danielle Lavars, senior director, debt securities at
Commonwealth Bank of Australia in Sydney: “It was an
extremely granular book across several regions. There was good
offshore interest, with 37 per cent of the fixed-rate bonds and
58 per cent of the floating rate notes sold to investors outside
Australia.”
Joseph Azzam, global head of debt syndicate at National
Australia Bank in Sydney, adds: “The deal was perfectly timed
and Goldman Sachs picked the maturity well to attract investors.
It was also well sought after because the bank had not been to
the Kangaroo market for some time.”
The fact that the issuing bank was prepared to pay a small
new-issue concession – which was in line with the pricing on
its recently-issued euro-denominated transaction – added to
the appeal of the bonds, according to Linda Mead, director,
debt securities at Westpac Institutional Bank in Sydney. She
comments: “Goldman Sachs had been monitoring the market
closely for some time before this deal, and working with

accounts for quite a while to find the right opportunity. As a
result, there was particularly strong participation from a broad
base of investors and in particular from Asian investors.”
According to Paul White, global head of syndicate at
ANZ in Sydney, the longer duration issued by Goldman Sachs
compared with other FI deals in 2011 is another feature worthy
of mention. “Typically we have seen issuance of between
three and four years,” he comments. “It was a considerable
achievement for Goldman Sachs to issue a 5.5-year deal.”
Foale says it is unusual for Goldman Sachs to appoint
external bank lead managers. “The issuer does not do this in
any other market,” he comments. “But we think it is good for
investors to see there is more than one bank involved in leading
a deal – it gives a heightened perception of liquidity.”
Foale predicts there will be selective FI Kangaroo activity in
2012. “Continuous disclosure mean the US investment banks
have put their houses in order very quickly, so I’m confident USbased FIs will be able to issue. However, the biggest challenge
will be demand: investors will be most keen for non-financial
names, and so I think it is possible deal sizes will shrink.” •
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